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Our Books 

1. Sri Baglamukhi Tantram - Rs 400/= 
2. Agama Rahasya - Rs 500/=  
3. Shatkarm Vidhaan - Rs 380/=  
4. Pratyangira Sadhana Rahasya - Rs 400/=  
5. Shodashi Mahavidya - Rs 370/=  
6. Mantra Sadhana - Rs 280/=  
7. Baglamukhi Sadhana Aur Siddhi - Rs 350/=  

 
 

Request  
 

We are doing research in Astrology at International level and our target is to collect more 
than 10 Lakh correct horoscopes of different people with their basic details. Currently no 
research is being conducted in this field and due to that you can see that lot of incorrect 
predictions are being done by different astrologers worldwide. India has got well 
repulation in past due to  research in Astronomy & Astrology by our Rishis (Sages). 
Since then we are following them but no further development & research is going on. So 
we have taken this responsibility to create a data of different people with correct 
information and based on that we can analyse and create new formulas to predict better 
and correct future events. If you want to contribute in this great work then please send us 
your date of birth, time & place with below details - 
 

1. Your height 
2. Your Gender 
3. Marital Status.  
4. If married your date of marriage & other info like divorced and further marriages 

with dates. 
5. No. of children with their birth details.  
6. Your best 5 events of life with dates ( 5 not compulsory as much as u can provide 

easily and which u remember) 
7. Your worst 5 events of life with dates 
8. Your behavior/nature related info like do u get angry frequently or u fight with 

people, you have lots of enemies, you have court cases, you have lots of friends, 
you are cool in nature, anything like this.  

9. Your financial status - Rich, Medium,Poor, Worst 



10. Any other info which u think is relevant.  
 
If you also wish to receive valued information on mantras & astrology then please send 
us a request with ur email.  
 
Email : sumitgirdharwal@yahoo.com 
Phone : 9540674788 (Whatsapp) 
Web : www.baglamukhi.info 
Blog : shribaglamukhi.wordpress.com  
 


